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Because of its ability to produce two clinically distinct disease entities (chickenpox and shingles), varicella zoster virus (VZV) is an unusual etiologic agent. Although in the past viral exanthems were mostly only of academic interest to the practitioner, the development of antiviral agents and the newly approved varicella (OKA) vaccine have increased the clinical significance. Also, with the increasing seroprevalence of HIV infection, more patients will be stricken with zoster (at a younger age) and disseminated varicella. In this review, the history, incidence, pathogenesis, clinical manifestations, and treatment options (of VZV infection and postherpetic neuralgia) will be discussed. (J Am Acad Dermatol 1999;41:1-14.)

Learning objective: At the completion of this learning activity, participants should be able to discuss the history, incidence, pathogenesis, clinical manifestations, and treatment options for both VZV infection and PHN.

Varicella zoster virus (VZV) is a unique herpes virus in that it is capable of producing two different syndromes, varicella (chickenpox) and herpes zoster (shingles). It belongs to the subfamily Alphaherpesvirinae1 (along with herpes simplex virus [HSV] types 1 and 2) and, like these, is a double-stranded DNA virus. Containing the smallest genome of the herpesviruses, it is an enveloped icosahedral virus approximately 200 nm in diameter.

HISTORY

In 1767, Heberden was able to clearly distinguish chickenpox from smallpox.2 It is believed that the word “chickenpox” either comes from the Old English word “gican” meaning “to itch”3 or alternately, from the old French word “chiche-pois” for chickpea, thought to describe the size of the vesicle.4 The association between chickenpox and shingles was first noticed by von Bokay in 1888. He noted that chickenpox sometimes developed in susceptible children after exposure to persons with acute shingles.5 The next development was made when Kundratz was able to produce varicella-like lesions and generalized varicella in children by inoculation with vesicle fluid from patients with zoster.6 This relationship was finally confirmed in 1952 by Weller and Stoddard,7 who were able to show that identical viruses were recovered from patients with chickenpox and shingles using in vitro studies.

INCIDENCE

Primarily a disease of childhood (90% of cases occur in children younger than 10 years of age), varicella is a disease that has historically touched a large majority of the population, with 95% of parturient women in New York City8 and 95% of HIV-positive men9 showing serologic evidence of infection. Another study showed a nearly 99% rate of immunity to varicella.10 Finally, among military recruits (mostly from ages 17 to 19 years) the seronegativity rate was found to be 8.2%.11 In fact, a study of pregnant patients with negative or indeterminant history of varicella-like illness demonstrated that 81% will show serologic evidence of subclinical infection.12 In the study of military recruits, however, although the positive predictive value of a history of varicella was high (>95%), almost all recruits gave a positive history of varicella, even those (<20%) lacking the antibody.11 Rarely reported recurrences of varicella are probably a result of misdiagnosis (eg, coxsackievirus infection).13

Although chickenpox is a disease of children, shingles occurs primarily in adults older than 50 years, although it can occur at any age. By decades, the incidence is 2.5/1000 persons affected per annum between the ages of 20 and 50 years, 5.09/1000 persons per annum for the ages of 51 to 79...
years, and 10.1/1000 in those older than 80 years of age. Overall, each person who has a history of varicella experiences an approximately 20% chance of acquiring shingles in his/her lifetime. The incidence of both of these manifestations of VZV infection is likely to change since the Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) approval of live attenuated (OKA) varicella vaccine. There is no evidence that herpes zoster can be directly acquired through contact with patients with either varicella or zoster.14-16

PATHOGENESIS

Primary varicella

Acquired by inhalation of respiratory secretions or contact with skin lesions, primary varicella initially infects the conjunctiva or the mucosa in the upper respiratory tract. This is followed by the first cycle of viral replication, which takes place in the regional lymph nodes on days 2 through 4, and a primary viremia, which occurs between days 4 and 6. Next, a second replication cycle follows, which occurs in the liver, spleen, and other organs. Finally, a secondary viremia occurs, which seeds the body with viral particles that invade first the capillary endothelial cells, then the capillaries, and ultimately the epidermis on approximately days 14 to 16.17

Herpes zoster

Although not fully understood, it is believed that during the course of primary varicella VZV spreads from the skin and mucosal lesions into the sensory nerve endings. From there, it travels centripetally along these nerve fibers until it reaches the dorsal ganglion cells where it enters a latent state. Then, by mechanisms not completely understood, it is reactivated, probably as a result of a decline in VZV-specific cell-mediated immunity (CMI), specifically a decreased T-cell proliferation in response to VZV antigen.18 One particularly interesting study showed the incidence of zoster to be less in pediatricians with presumably greater contact to varicella (and thus increased CMI to VZV) than in psychiatrists or dermatologists.19 This decline in CMI is seen among persons with increased incidence of herpes zoster, including the elderly and persons with HIV infection or other immunocompromising conditions such as organ transplants (with immunosuppression), malignancy necessitating chemotherapy or radiotherapy,20 or long-term corticosteroid use.21 Among cancer patients, the highest risk of acquiring herpes zoster is associated with patients with leukemia or lymphoma; in fact, approximately 20% to 50% of patients with Hodgkin’s disease develop herpes zoster,22-29 and it is usually shortly after the initiation of either chemotherapy (1 month) or radiotherapy (7 months).30 Similarly, 20% to 40% of bone marrow transplant recipients will develop herpes zoster in the first year after their transplants.31-34 Among patients with HIV infection, herpes zoster can be the first sign of infection.35,36 and the lesions may have an unusual appearance and may recur several times.37-43 Contrary to what was previously believed, shingles is not a reliable initial indication of an underlying subclinical malignancy because a study of 590 patients with zoster had no higher incidence of cancer than that of the general population.44 After reactivation, VZV undergoes an initial phase of replication within the affected sensory ganglion and produces active ganglionitis. The inflammatory response and neuronal necrosis that result cause severe neuralgia. This pain intensifies as the virus travels down the sensory nerve, producing radiculoneuritis.

CLINICAL MANIFESTATIONS

Primary varicella

Although occasionally preceded by a prodrome of symptoms such as headache, myalgia, nausea, anorexia, and vomiting in older children and adults,45 in young children the illness usually begins abruptly with the simultaneous onset of rash, low-grade fever, and malaise. Small red macules appear on the face and trunk and progress rapidly over 12 to 14 hours to papules, vesicles, pustules, and finally crusts. These lesions are usually most abundant centrally and on the proximal upper extremities, with relative sparing of the distal or lower extremities. Almost universal is the symptom of pruritus associated with the skin lesions. Perhaps most characteristic is the simultaneous presence of lesions in all stages of development. The characteristic vesicle has been likened to “a dewdrop on a rose petal.”

Although usually a mild self-limited illness in immunocompetent children, varicella can occasionally result in significant morbidity, with 4500 otherwise healthy children per year hospitalized with primary varicella. However, varicella infection in adults is usually more severe, with more skin lesions present and more prominent and prolonged fever and constitutional symptoms.

Multiple complications can result from primary varicella infection; the most common is bacterial superinfection, with subsequent scarring. This can manifest as impetigo, furuncles, cellulitis, erysipelas, or bullous skin lesions from the elaboration of staphylococcal exfoliative toxin.46 The most common extracutaneous complication of VZV infection is central nervous system (CNS) involvement. This includes Reye’s syndrome, acute cerebral ataxia, encephalitis, meningoencephalitis, polyradiculitis,
and myelitis (eg, Guillain-Barre syndrome). In adult varicella (Fig 1), varicella pneumonia is a frequent complication, occurring in 1/400 cases. The mortality rate of adult varicella pneumonia is high, with death occurring in 10% of immunocompetent and 30% of immunocompromised patients. Rarely, myocarditis, glomerulonephritis, appendicitis, pancreatitis, hepatitis, Henoch-Schönlein vasculitis, orchitis, arthritis, optic neuritis, keratitis, or iritis can result.

In pregnancy, maternal varicella infection can cause a wide spectrum of congenital disease from asymptomatic latency to severe congenital defects or even fetal wastage. Fetal developmental complications are most common when maternal infection occurs in the first trimester and include hypoplastic limbs, cicatricial skin lesions, cortical atrophy, ocular abnormalities, psychomotor retardation, and low birth weight. After the first 20 weeks of pregnancy, the risk of congenital malformation changes to approximately 2%.

In immunocompromised children or adults, varicella can be associated with significant morbidity and mortality. They can experience a persistent viremia, a prolonged febrile period, a more extensive rash (often with hemorrhagic and/or purpuric lesions) and are more likely to have involvement of the lungs, liver, or CNS.

**Herpes zoster**

Intense pain in the involved dermatome precedes the rash of herpes zoster in more than 90% of cases. This pain typically occurs approximately 1 to 3 days before the onset of the rash, but may precede it by a week or more. This pain is subject to a wide array of misdiagnoses, including myocardial infarction, pleurisy, cholecystitis, appendicitis, duodenal ulcer, ovarian cyst, herniated intervertebral disc, thrombophlebitis, or even biliary or renal colic. In approximately 5% of patients (usually children), this pain is compounded by other prodromal symptoms of fever, malaise, and headache. Occasionally, a patient with this dermatomal pain and serologic or virologic evidence of zoster has failed to develop the rash associated with zoster, a condition known as zoster sine herpete (zoster without rash).

Once the characteristic unilateral dermatomal rash appears, the diagnosis is almost certain. This rash begins as erythematous macules and papules, which progress first to vesicles (within 12-24 hours), then the pustules (in 3-4 days), and finally to crusts (in 7-10 days). Scarring can result, particularly in dark-skinned persons (Fig 2). In addition, regional lymphadenopathy is usually present. Generally, the rash is located at the site which was most severely affected by primary varicella. Therefore the most common places of involvement are the facial (V-1) and midthoracic to upper lumbar dermatomes (T3-L2) (Fig 3), although any dermatome can be affected (Fig 4).

Similar to chickenpox, the pain and rash of zoster are usually more severe in immunocompromised and elderly patients. In contrast, when zoster occurs in immunocompetent children (Fig 5) or young adults, the rash tends to evolve more rapidly and the neuralgia usually resolves as the crusts fall off.

Probably the most feared and debilitating complication of zoster is postherpetic neuralgia (PHN). Although various definitions have been used, this clinical entity exists when pain persists either after a certain time period or after all crusts have fallen off. Unfortunately, PHN is extremely common, affecting
A particularly high complication rate is seen with ophthalmic zoster. Affecting 7% of all cases of zoster, ophthalmic zoster is complicated by ocular disease in 20% to 70% of patients. Associated cicatricial lid retraction, paralytic ptosis, (acute epithelial) keratitis, scleritis, uveitis, secondary glaucoma, oculomotor palsies, chorioretinitis, optic neuritis, or panophthalmitis are seen, all with potential for visual impairment or even blindness. Of particular concern is involvement of the nasociliary division of the ophthalmic nerve. This can be recognized by vesicles present on the side and the top of the nose, also known as Hutchinson’s sign (Fig 6).

Other nervous system complications are seen occasionally with zoster. The Ramsay Hunt syndrome is caused by involvement of the facial or auditory nerves and consists of ipsilateral facial palsy in combination with lesions of the external ear, tympanic membrane, or anterior two thirds of the tongue. It can result in tinnitus, vertigo, deafness, otalgia, or loss of taste. In addition, meningoencephalitis and myelitis have been reported in 0.2% to 0.5% of patients and are associated with headache, fever, photophobia, meningeal irritation, vomiting, nerve palsies, or altered mentation. Rarely, zoster involvement of the vagus nerve or its ganglia can result in dysphagia, nausea, vomiting, gastric upset, or cardiac irregularities. Motor paralysis from direct extension from the sensory ganglion to anterior horn cells occurs in 1% to 5% of patients with zoster. This paralysis usually occurs in the first 2 to 3 weeks after rash onset and can persist for several weeks. Localized motor deficiencies are found in up to 20% of patients with zoster involving the facial nerve or the nerves of the extremities. A delayed CNS complication of ophthalmic zoster is granulomatous cerebral angiitis with symptoms often occur-
ring weeks to months after the attack. This has been associated with a rather high mortality rate (15%) and may present as transient ischemic attacks, stroke-in-evolution, or isolated or multiple cerebral infarctions. However, the most frequent CNS finding is asymptomatic cerebrospinal fluid abnormalities such as a lymphocytotic pleocytosis and elevated protein.

Although uncommon in immunocompetent patients, zoster has a high risk of dissemination (up to 40%) in immunocompromised persons (Figs 7 and 8). Defined as more than 20 vesicles outside the primary and immediately adjacent dermatomes, cutaneous dissemination is followed by visceral (lungs, liver, brain) involvement in 10% of these high-risk patients. Occasionally, a few vesicles can be found remote from the primarily affected dermatome in immunocompetent patients (17%-35%), which probably results from hematogenous spread of the virus. In addition, HIV patients with zoster showed increased neurologic (eg, aseptic meningitis, radiculitis, and myelitis) and ophthalmologic complications, particularly peripheral outer retinal necrosis.

DERMATOPATHOLOGY

The initial test of choice is usually a Tzanck smear performed by scraping the base of an early lesion and then staining with hematoxylin-and-eosin, Giemsa, Wright's, toluidine blue, or Papanicolaou. With herpes simplex or herpes zoster infections, multinucleated giant cells and epithelial cells containing acidophilic intranuclear inclusions can be seen. However, VZV cannot be differentiated from HSV infection using a Tzanck smear.

LABORATORY FINDINGS

Multiple tests can be used to differentiate VZV from HSV including culture, serology, direct immunofluorescence, and molecular techniques. Culture, although specific, is not always easily
bodies, or Tzanck smears may be performed to confirm the clinical impression.

TREATMENT/PROPHYLAXIS OF CHICKENPOX

In the past, otherwise healthy children with primary varicella have been treated only symptomatically with calamine lotion, tepid baths, cool compresses, and antipyretics (excluding aspirin secondary to its association with Reye's syndrome). Although acyclovir (20 mg/kg 4 times a day for 5 days) was shown to decrease both the duration and severity of chickenpox, this has not received widespread acceptance because of the high cost of treatment, difficulty in rapid institution of therapy, and concern of development of acyclovir-resistant strains of VZV. In addition, the usually benign course of the disease and low rate of complications in this population weakens the motivation to start antiviral therapy. By allowing the child to return to school 1 to 2 days earlier, however, antiviral therapy may be considered cost-effective if it allows the parent(s) or guardian(s) to return to work earlier.

In contrast, acyclovir is much more commonly used to treat primary varicella in immunocompromised patients. Although vidarabine and parenteral human interferon alfa have also been proven to be efficacious in the treatment of varicella in this population, the presence of significant toxicities (neurotoxicity with vidarabine and fever and myalgias with interferon alfa) have limited their use. Therefore acyclovir (intravenous dosing of 500 mg/m² every 8 hours for 7-10 days) continues to be the drug of choice for treatment of varicella in immunocompromised patients.

Naturally, the prevention of varicella would be preferable to treatment of an existing infection. Varicella-zoster immune globulin (VZIG) has been obtained because VZV is a labile virus that is cultured much less readily than HSV. Although limited by cross-reactivity with HSV, serologic tests such as complement fixation can be used to retrospectively diagnose VZV infection. Currently, the most useful test to diagnose VZV infection is direct immunofluorescence of cellular material from skin lesions. However, molecular techniques with high sensitivity such as dot-blot hybridization and polymerase chain reaction have been used recently to detect VZV in the skin lesions, peripheral blood mononuclear cells, and other tissues of patients with VZV infection, and may be the diagnostic tests of choice in the future.

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS

The varicella rash associated with chickenpox can sometimes be confused with other viral exanthems, insect bites, scabies, erythema multiforme, papular urticaria, drug eruptions, or other vesicular dermatoses such as dermatitis herpetiformis. In contrast, zoster is primarily confused with dermatomal HSV infections, particularly anogenital herpes (Figs 9 and 10). However, "shingles" that recurs in the sacral area is almost always herpes simplex virus 2. Other conditions occasionally confused with zoster include contact dermatitis, burns, arthropod reactions, localized bacterial or viral skin infections, or even vaccinia autoinoculation.

DIAGNOSIS

Usually diagnosed clinically, varicella is often diagnosed easily when there is the characteristic rash in combination with a history of exposure within the preceding 2 to 3 weeks. As mentioned previously, while the diagnosis of zoster is also usually made clinically, viral cultures, direct fluorescent anti-
used in the past to treat immunocompromised patients who have received significant exposure to varicella (recommended dose is 125 U/10 kg). Unfortunately, one third to one half of these patients still develop clinical infection. Therefore the recently approved live attenuated VZV vaccine (OKA strain) has been received with much interest. This vaccine appears to be both highly efficacious (96% seroconversion in healthy children in one study) and very safe, with only such mild side effects as slight varicelliform rash, fever, and injection-site reactions reported. In addition, the incidence of zoster occurring after vaccination seems to be decreased compared with that after natural infection. A recent study found that varicella occurred in 14% of vaccinated children in a child care center versus 88% of unvaccinated children. In addition, the vaccinated children had less severe disease and fewer days of absence from school than the unvaccinated children. Finally, the large societal savings in time off from work to care for sick children and the high cost of caring for varicella-related complications make the vaccine appear to be cost-effective. In fact, one study estimated that an effective varicella vaccination program would be expected to have a net savings of $384 million per year in the United States in discounted costs from the social perspective.

**TREATMENT OF ZOSTER (ACUTE INFECTION)**

Although no antiviral treatment has been shown to totally prevent PHN, early therapy has been found to reduce its duration. Currently, acyclovir, idoxuridine, famiclovir, vidarabine, foscarnet, valacyclovir, and interferon alfa have all been shown to be efficacious in treating VZV infections. Idoxuridine was the first antiviral agent to be evaluated for the treatment of zoster. It is an antimetabolite of thymidine and acts to inhibit DNA synthesis after being intracellularly phosphorylated to idoxuridine triphosphate. However, because viral and host cell DNA are equally affected, it is too toxic for systemic use but instead was used topically in a dimethylsulfoxide base. A 40% solution applied every 4 to 6 hours had beneficial effects on rash healing, acute pain, and the prevention of PHN. However, other studies showed no effect on PHN. Therefore, because of the lack of effect on PHN in combination with a high potential for toxicity, idoxuridine is no longer used routinely in the treatment of acute zoster.

Vidarabine was the first systemic antiviral agent to be approved by the FDA. It acts as an analogue of the nucleoside adenosine and interferes with DNA synthesis. When vidarabine was given intravenously to immunocompromised patients (10 mg/kg every 12 hours for 5 days), viral shedding, time to cessation of pain and new vesicle formation, total healing time, cutaneous dissemination, visceral complications, and the duration of PHN were all reduced. However, later studies comparing vidarabine with acyclovir found that the rates of cutaneous healing, resolution of acute pain, and incidence of PHN did not differ between the two agents in the treatment of patients with disseminated zoster. In addition, the difficulty of administration and significant side effects of vidarabine (neurotoxicity, myelosuppression) have made acyclovir much more commonly used.

Acyclovir has (until recently) been the drug of choice in the treatment of herpes zoster. An analogue of the nucleoside guanosine, it is phosphorylated (first by viral thymidine kinase, then by cellular kinases) into acyclovir triphosphate. It then inhibits viral DNA polymerase by acting as a competitive inhibitor of guanosine triphosphate.

Available in topical, intravenous, and oral formulations, only the intravenous and oral forms have any role in the treatment of VZV. When given to immunocompetent and immunocompromised patients, intravenous acyclovir (500 mg/m²/day for 5-7 days) was found to reduce acute pain and speed cutaneous healing. The oral form is limited by a poor availability (15%-20%). However, when it was given at a dose of 800 mg 5 times daily (currently recommended regimen: 7 days) accelerated rash healing was seen and pain was reduced. However, several trials have shown no benefit in the use of acyclovir in reducing the duration of PHN. Adverse effects seen with acyclovir are rare but include headaches, nausea, diarrhea, and renal toxicity (in renal patients who thus should have their doses reduced). Rarely, CNS toxicity can occur with symptoms of disorientation, delirium, seizures, tremor, or slurred speech.

Valacyclovir is a prodrug of acyclovir (the L-valyl ester of acyclovir) with the advantage of greatly increased oral bioavailability (65%). It was approved by the FDA for the treatment of shingles in June 1995. In one trial comparing valacyclovir 1 g 3 times daily (currently recommended course: 7 days) to acyclovir 800 mg 5 times daily, valacyclovir was found to be as effective in decreasing the appearance of new lesions, time to crusting, and time to 50% healing. In addition, valacyclovir reduced the median duration of pain from 60 days after healing (with acyclovir) to 40 days. Six months after healing, only 19% of patients taking valacyclovir had pain compared with 26% of patients taking acyclovir. Finally, valacyclovir appears to have a similar safety profile to acyclovir, with some nausea, vomiting,
diarrhea, abdominal pain and headache reported,116 which may have been due to VZV and/or to pain medications. However, no nephropathy or neurotoxicity has been seen.

Famiciclovir was approved by the FDA for the treatment of herpes zoster in June 1994 (500 mg 3 times/day for 7 days). The active metabolite of famciclovir is penciclovir, which is a guanosine analogue. Like acyclovir, penciclovir undergoes 3 phosphorylations (first by viral thymidine kinase, then by cellular enzymes) to penciclovir triphosphate, which acts by inhibiting viral DNA polymerase and thus blocks viral DNA synthesis and replication.117 Like valacyclovir, it offers the advantage of increased bioavailability (77%) over acyclovir.118 In a trial comparing famiclovir with acyclovir, famiclovir was found to be equal to acyclovir in promoting cutaneous healing and reducing the duration of acute pain.119 In addition, it was found to decrease the duration of PHN among elderly patients120 when compared with placebo. Finally, a recent large multicenter study found famciclovir and acyclovir to have equivalent clinical efficacies in the treatment of ophthalmic herpes zoster.121 Like valacyclovir, it offers the more convenient dosing of 3 times daily. Studies comparing famciclovir with valacyclovir for the treatment of herpes zoster are currently under way.

Sorivudine is another nucleoside analogue that was investigated for the treatment of VZV infections. In vitro, it exhibits 1000-fold more activity against VZV than acyclovir.122 Unlike the other nucleoside analogues mentioned previously, it requires viral thymidine kinase for both its first and second phosphorylations. One trial comparing sorivudine (40 mg/day for 7 days) with acyclovir in HIV-positive patients with shingles showed sorivudine to be more effective in promoting the cessation of new vesicle formation.123 However, another study in HIV-infected patients showed no difference between sorivudine (40 mg/day for 10 days) and acyclovir (800 mg five times daily) in time to resolution of zoster-associated pain, the frequency of dissemination, or the frequency of zoster recurrence. However, there was a trend favoring sorivudine for cessation of new vesicle formation, and the time to total lesion crusting was diminished.124 Major toxicity (myelosuppression) occurs if sorivudine is administered concurrently with 5-fluorouracil. A metabolite of sorivudine inhibits an enzyme (dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase) that is required in the metabolism of 5-fluorouracil, causing toxic levels to accumulate.125

Other drugs that have been used with varying efficacies against VZV infection include netivudine, interferon α, foscarnet, and corticosteroids. Netivudine was another nucleoside analogue that was found to have excellent in vitro activity against VZV.126 However, in a multicenter, double-blind study of immunocompetent patients older than 50 years of age, acyclovir led to faster cessation of all pain, with similar rash outcomes and adverse event profiles to netivudine.127 Interferon α, although somewhat efficacious,128 is associated with side effects as fever, myalgias, lethargy, and headaches.128 Corticosteroids have long been used in the treatment of herpes zoster by many practitioners. Hoping to decrease inflammation, and thereby decrease further nerve damage and the chronic pain associated with it, they have been used both alone and in combination with antiviral drugs. Although some studies demonstrated a reduction in persistent pain129 or accelerated healing130 in patients treated with corticosteroids, a study by Wood et al131 showed no long-term benefit when corticosteroids were added to the acyclovir regimen. While a decrease of acute pain and a quicker rash resolution was seen, there was no effect on PHN, and the incidence of adverse effects were higher in the groups treated with corticosteroids. In addition, a recent study by Whitley et al132 found no difference in pain at 6 months when acyclovir and prednisone were used together compared with acyclovir alone, prednisone alone, or double placebo (acyclovir and prednisone). The new antivirals, valacyclovir and famciclovir, are possibly more effective and certainly more convenient than the complicated dosing regimen required by acyclovir plus prednisone. In contrast, foscarnet is effective against acyclovir-resistant herpes strains in patients with AIDS.133 It is an organic analogue of inorganic pyrophosphate that prevents viral replication by reversibly inhibiting viral DNA polymerase.134 Unlike most of the nucleoside analogues, it is not dependent on the presence of thymidine kinase and is active without any activation or phosphorylation. Therefore it is active against thymidine kinase–negative strains, an increasing problem in HIV-positive persons.

Finally, new drugs with VZV activity are currently under investigation. ABT-606 is an acyclic guanosine analogue that acts by inhibiting viral DNA polymerase and has demonstrated potent activity against VZV in vitro. In addition, lobucavir is another guanosine nucleoside analogue with in vitro activity against VZV. Clinical studies are pending.135

TREATMENT OF PHN

No single treatment of PHN is consistently effective, but the duration and severity of PHN can be effectively reduced by treating acute herpes zoster with the appropriate dosage of acyclovir, valacy-
clovir, or famciclovir. Almost all published studies have defined immediate treatment as that which begins within 72 hours of the first vesicle. Because patients frequently present after 72 hours of vesicles, the question often arises as to the effectiveness of initiating therapy after this time. Although the answer to this question is unclear, it appears reasonable to use antiviral therapy in the patient presenting after 72 hours of the appearance of vesicles if the lesions are not completely crusted and she/he is older than 50 years of age, immunocompromised, and/or has trigeminal zoster. Although no antiviral agent has demonstrated any efficacy in the treatment of PHN, a variety of modalities including analgesics, narcotics, cutaneous stimulation, tricyclic antidepressants, capsaicin, biofeedback, and nerve blocks have been reported to be effective in relieving pain in some patients. Narcotics and analgesics are not generally effective in the treatment of PHN, and the potential for dependency with long-term use discourages the use of narcotics. Anticonvulsants such as carbamazepine have been found to have efficacy in painful conditions such as trigeminal neuralgia in which lancinating pain is a prominent part of their condition. However, since this type of pain is not a common feature of PHN, little benefit has been shown with their use. In addition, one half of the patients treated by Killian and Fromm experienced significant side effects with their use. In contrast, gabapentin, a structural analogue of gammaaminobutyric acid which is marketed as an anticonvulsant, was recently demonstrated to be effective in the treatment of PHN. Gabapentin was statistically significantly better than placebo in reducing the average daily pain score and demonstrated benefits in restoring normal sleep patterns. Although adverse events were more common in the gabapentin recipients, withdrawals from the study were comparable with the placebo group.

Antipsychotics such as chlorprothixene, fluphenazine, and haloperidol have also been tried (often in combination with antidepressants) but when used alone in a placebo-controlled trial, chlorprothixene was found to be of marginal efficacy. Local treatments such as the local injection of bupivacaine, cryoanalgesia, and sympathetic blockade have been reported to provide relief in some patients. In addition, topical treatments as topical lidocaine, eutectic mixture of local anesthetics (EMLA) cream, or transcutaneous electrical stimulation have been used with some success. One topical treatment that has had significant success is capsaicin, which acts by enhancing the release or inhibiting the reaccumulation of substance P from cell bodies and nerve terminals. In one study by Bernstein et al, almost 80% of the patients treated experienced some pain relief. Some patients are unable to tolerate the burning associated with capsaicin, but some authors have advocated applying EMLA or topical lignocaine before its use. Patients should be cautioned not to apply capsaicin to the unhealed skin lesions of acute zoster. Surgical measures have been mostly disappointing, although some success was initially found by Friedman and Hashold with the use of the dorsal root entry zone lesion procedure. This neurodestructive technique involves making radiofrequency lesions at multiple levels of the sensory nerve root entry zones that are involved in the pain, but it is no longer recommended for the treatment of PHN. Of greatest efficacy, perhaps, is the use of tricyclic antidepressants. They are thought to act in a manner independent of their antidepressant actions (since relief of PHN occurs at less than antidepressant dosages). In fact, some authors recommend starting amitriptyline at low doses (10-25 mg) and gradually increasing this to doses of 50 to 75 mg over 2 to 3 weeks in all patients older than 60 years of age as soon as shingles is diagnosed. They report this regimen to decrease the incidence of PHN by 50%. Amitriptyline, maprotiline, and desipramine have all been shown to be effective, but desipramine might be preferable because of its low anticholinergic and sedative effects. These drugs probably act by blockade of norepinephrine reuptake. In contrast, serotonin reuptake inhibitors such as zimelidine have not been shown to be effective.

**PROPHYLAXIS OF HERPES ZOSTER**

A live attenuated vaccine (OKA varicella vaccine) against VZV received FDA approval in March 1995. This vaccine was shown to be 100% efficacious in preventing varicella in one clinical trial. In addition, among children with leukemia who received the vaccine, the incidence of zoster was decreased compared with children with leukemia who had experienced natural varicella infections. However, while it was initially hoped zoster would not occur in vaccinated patients at all, some patients have had herpes zoster caused by vaccine-type virus. Finally, it is believed that the vaccine will be cost-effective in terms of medical and work-loss costs. Studies are now under way to see whether the immunization of healthy adults with OKA vaccine will prevent shingles. In one study of adults older than 50 years of age with a history of primary zoster, an increase of VZV-specific T lymphocytes and VZV immunity was seen. However, in another study of adults older than 55 years of age, anti-VZV antibody levels were enhanced for only 1 year after immu-
nization, although VZV-responding T cells remained elevated. In addition, immunity failed to increase in 10% to 15% of vaccinees regardless of dose. In contrast, another study showed cell-mediated immunity was still detected at 5 years after immunization in 87% of children and 94% of adults. Acyclovir has been tried in suppressive doses to try and prevent zoster in groups at high risk because of immunocompromise. Although some benefit has been found when used in the peritransplant period of bone marrow transplant recipients, long-term use in HIV-positive patients has been associated with the development of acyclovir-resistant strains of VZV.

CONCLUSION

Infection with VZV is unique because of its two clinical manifestations. Although the increasing use of OKA vaccine may decrease the incidences of both primary varicella and zoster for the next several decades, we will continue to see zoster as a consequence of previous varicella infection. Therefore the need for the development and evaluation of new antivirals, as well as more effective treatment of PHN will continue. In addition, the rise in incidence of HIV infection will also continue to make safe and effective treatments of immunocompromised hosts with chickenpox and zoster infections necessary, particularly as rates of acyclovir-resistant VZV strains increase.

We extend special thanks to Mrs Michelle Harden and Miss Amy Shaabani for their help in preparing this manuscript.
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1. c 17. b
2. c 18. c
3. b 19. a
4. a 20. e
5. b 21. d
6. b 22. a
7. b 23. c
8. a 24. e
9. a 25. d
10. a 26. b
11. b 27. c
12. b 28. a
13. b 29. b
14. a 30. d
15. b 31. a, c, e
16. a
Directions for questions 1-20: Give single best response.

1. The incidence of shingles in a person with a history of varicella infection is
   a. 10%
   b. 20%
   c. 30%
   d. 40%
   e. 50%

2. At what point in time does the secondary viremia of varicella infection infect the epidermis?
   a. 2 to 4 days
   b. 4 to 6 days
   c. 6 to 8 days
   d. 10 to 14 days
   e. 14 to 16 days

3. The highest incidence of herpes zoster is seen among cancer patients with
   a. lung cancer
   b. breast cancer
   c. colon cancer
   d. Hodgkin’s disease
   e. prostate cancer

4. The most common extracutaneous complication of varicella zoster virus (VZV) infection is
   a. central nervous system
   b. cardiovascular
   c. genitourinary
   d. musculoskeletal
   e. lymphoreticular

5. The pain preceding the onset of shingles typically occurs how many days before the onset of the rash?
   a. 1 to 3
   b. 3 to 5
   c. 5 to 7
   d. 7 to 10
   e. 10 to 14

6. Each of the following is commonly seen with maternal infection with VZV in the first trimester except
   a. cicatricial skin lesions
   b. hypoplastic limbs
   c. hypertelorism
   d. cortical atrophy
   e. low birth weight

7. The percentage of patients with herpes zoster who experience pain in the involved dermatome before the development of the rash is
   a. 50%
   b. 60%
   c. 70%
   d. 80%
   e. 90%

8. Postherpetic neuralgia affects what percentage of patients with herpes zoster who are older than 60 years of age?
   a. 10% to 15%
   b. 20%
   c. 30%
   d. 40%
   e. 50%

9. Ramsay Hunt syndrome can be associated with herpes zoster and each of the following except
   a. ipsilateral facial palsy
   b. vesicles on the external ear
   c. chorioretinitis
   d. tinnitus
   e. deafness

10. Ophthalmic zoster is complicated by ocular disease in what percentage of patients?
    a. 1%
    b. 10% to 20%
    c. 20% to 70%
    d. 30% to 50%
    e. More than 90%

11. Ocular manifestations of herpes zoster commonly include each of the following except
    a. keratitis
    b. cataracts
    c. uveitis
    d. scleritis
    e. secondary glaucoma

12. Motor paralysis occurs in what percentage of patients with herpes zoster?
    a. 1% to 5%
    b. 5% to 10%
    c. 10% to 15%
    d. 15% to 20%
    e. 20% to 30%
13. The most common central nervous system finding with herpes zoster is
   a. facial paralysis
   b. motor paralysis
   c. granulomatous cerebral angiitis
   d. cerebrospinal fluid abnormalities
   e. meningitis

14. A few vesicles can be found remote from the primarily affected dermatome in approximately what percentage of immunocompetent patients?
   a. 5% to 10%
   b. 10% to 20%
   c. 20% to 40%
   d. 40% to 60%
   e. 60% to 70%

15. The risk of dissemination in immunocompromised patients with herpes zoster can be estimated at what percentage?
   a. 10%
   b. 20%
   c. 40%
   d. 60%
   e. 80%

16. Each of the following can be used as a stain for a Tzanck smear except
   a. hematoxylin-and-eosin
   b. Giemsa
   c. Wright
   d. periodic acid–Schiff
   e. Papanicolaou

17. The efficacy of the VZV vaccine (in terms of seroconversion) is estimated to be more than what percentage?
   a. 50%
   b. 60%
   c. 70%
   d. 80%
   e. 90%

18. Myelosuppression occurs if sorivudine is given in conjunction with
   a. cytoxan
   b. 5-fluorouracil
   c. cyclosporine
   d. imuran
   e. methotrexate

19. For strains of herpes simplex or herpes zoster found to be resistant to acyclovir, the most appropriate therapy is
   a. foscarnet
   b. valaciclovir
   c. famciclovir
   d. vidarabine
   e. idoxuridine

20. The modality that is probably of greatest benefit in the treatment of postherpetic neuralgia is
   a. EMLA cream
   b. anticonvulsants
   c. narcotics
   d. tricyclic antidepressants
   e. serotonin reuptake inhibitors

Directions for questions 21-30: For each numbered item, choose the appropriate lettered item.
   a. True
   b. False

21. Herpes is an RNA virus.

22. Shingles can be acquired by direct contact with varicella lesions.

23. Immunocompromised patients with VZV infection are most likely to have lung, liver, and central nervous system involvement.

24. Herpes zoster can be diagnosed in the absence of a rash.

25. The rash of herpes zoster is most likely to be in the area that was most severely affected by varicella.

26. VZV can be distinguished from herpes simplex virus by a Tzanck smear.

27. Acyclovir has been shown to decrease the duration and severity of varicella.

28. Both valacyclovir and famciclovir have been shown to reduce the duration of acute pain associated with zoster.

29. Acyclovir must first be phosphorylated by cellular thymidine kinase.

30. Acyclovir is useful in the prevention of postherpetic neuralgia.